
DATA SOLUTIONS

News analytics deliver critical  
context to identify strategically 
significant events.

VOLUMES OF CONTENT ARE GROWING FAST
Speed is essential for event-driven trading strategies. But thousands of stories 
appear every day and algorithmic applications often require additional context to 
react appropriately. Not every story is as important to your firm’s strategy as the 
next. And not every story hits the market in exactly the same way. As algorithmic 
strategies become even more complex, firms need to augment the content of 
breaking stories with contextual details that help differentiate mundane items from 
significant, market-moving events. 

NEWS ANALYTICS SHARPEN THE FOCUS
Bloomberg news analytics deliver an informative second layer of processing for 
our industry-leading textual news feed, enabling firms to gain additional insights 
and better understand which news are significant for executing a given strategy.

Analytics provides numerical scores, generated from the top-tier newswires 
available through the Bloomberg Professional® service. Analytics provided about 
a news story include sentiment, novelty and market-moving indicators. At the 
company level, analytics include sentiment, readership heat and publication heat.

Like our textual news, news analytics are designed for non-display (black box) 
applications that support event-driven trading and compliance. They arrive 
in a low-latency feed of aggregated machine-readable data via Bloomberg’s 
infrastructure. And they offer a historical archive that dates back to 2010 to allow 
for strategy testing during development.

INSIGHTFUL INDICATORS
News analytics include essential indicators to help non-display applications 
identify meaningful events for complex algorithmic trading and risk management.

ESSENTIAL FEATURES
 •  Novelty score assesses the story’s 

“freshness”
 •  Market-moving indicators identify the 

likelihood of volatility in the market
 •  Story-level sentiment provides a 

positive/negative/neutral rating
 •  Company-level sentiment provides 

aggregated sentiment values for a 
given company

 •  Readership heat tracks story 
consumption by Bloomberg 
subscribers

 •  Publication heat analyzes the supply 
of stories about a given company

 •  Historical archive of analytics dates 
back to 2010

 •  Works in concert with Bloomberg 
textual news

EVENT-DRIVEN  
FEEDS

Textual News
 • News stories
 • News headlines
 • Relevance

Story-Level Analytics
 • Novelty
 • Impact/market-moving score
 • Sentiment

   Company-Level Analytics 
 • Aggregate of story-level sentiment
 • Publication heat
 • Readership heat

 •  Classification 
including topics, 
tickers, people

Analytics Processing
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TAKE THE NEXT STEP 
Learn more about how we can help your firm react more quickly to breaking news. 
Visit bloomberg.com/enterprise or reach us at eprise@bloomberg.net.
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BLOOMBERG FOR ENTERPRISE
To succeed today, financial institutions must respond to challenges that are not 
addressed by traditional approaches. They require world-class solutions that 
integrate people, processes, information and technology for the front office, middle 
office and operations. Bloomberg partners with these institutions to protect and 
capitalize on data, manage risk, deliver transparency and control costs. Through 
enterprise-level expertise and three decades of deep industry experience, 
Bloomberg creates real value through the use of innovative technology that turns 
data into a strategic asset. 
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